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Crossword
Concert-ed Effort
Pianists, bubble doctors and aunties with kheer drop hints so you can
solve bpb’s recap-of-the-week crossword.
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2. This dish sourced from Bohri Mohlla is served as an accompaniment to The
Bohri Kitchen's Kaari Chawal (6,4)
5. See 15 Down
6. You need to bring one of your own if you want to pick up a meal from The
Bohri Kitchen (5)
8. This store at Bandra custom made actress Anushka Sharma's shoes in
Bombay Velvet (4,3)
11. The name of David Tennant's character in What We Did On Our Holiday (4)
12 Ac & 12 Dn. One of pianist Ronnie Menezes' favourite jazz musicians (6,7)
14. Concert pianist Sahil Vausdeva who performed at NCPA's Experimental
Theater on Thursday, also give lessons whose duration do not exceed
___ - ___ minutes (5-4)
16. Ronnie Menezes and his friends used to play at this nightclub at the
Taj Hotel (6)
17. Bubble tea bar Dr Bubbles - Chai Specialist will open its___ road branch
next month (6)
18. Coup Card partner restaurant which has its own iOS and Android app (8)

Down
1 & 14 Dn. One of the books Bombay Velvet's costume designer Niharika
Bhasin referred to (8,7)
3. One of the composers whose works will be performed by the Symphony
Orchestra of India Chamber Ensemble at Prithvi on Monday (5)
4. Fashion magazine Verve is on the lookout for junior designers who are
conversant with this software (2,6)
7. Wedding photography & filmmaking company Stories by Radhik is looking
for a Client Services Manager with strong ___ skills (6)
9. Coup Card partner in Bangalore that recently launched a new brand of craft
beer (7)
10. Dessert option at the recently opened Pizza Cafe in Bandra (7)
12. See 12 Across
13. The Lucknow Chicken Kheema pizza at Bandra's Pizza Cafe was a __
masquerading as pizza (4)
14. See 1 Down
15 Dn & 5 Ac. One of the topping options at Dr Bubbles - Chai Specialist that will open
at Hill Road next week (5,5)
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